In the epic children's book *Watership Down* by Richard Adams, he creates a partial language for rabbits, and uses the word “tharn” to describe the state animals enter when they are being killed by other animals, either in their jaws or clutches. They go limp and quit struggling, being in a state somewhat like shock. Adams imagines this state is a gift of the god of rabbits, Lord Frith, to save them from greater pain and distress. We may imagine the spirit has already left the body, or is waiting nearby for the final outcome.

I have often used this term over the years, since it is so descriptive. But few people get the reference, so I don't use it as often I would like. I haven't used it in these papers, I don't believe, for that reason. I already use a lot of references that miss many people, I know, but I do make an effort to keep it down. There are a lot of words and references that come naturally to mind while I am writing that I suppress, in an effort to remain readable. Those who have looked at my poetry will understand what I mean, since in that case I use the best words I can for the situation, regardless of how accessible they are. There I am concerned not with the most efficient communication, but with the beauty of the line and sound. That is what poetry is, you know. Or used to be.

The point is, we have all been in a state of tharn for the past two and a half years, since we have found ourselves in the jaws of a larger animal. We are like gerbil babies, surprised to find that the mother who had cared for us for weeks was now trying to eat us. Except that our mother had never really cared for us. But most of us had thought she did.

But we are not gerbil babies, or rabbits, either. There is no natural reason for us to enter tharn, when we have tooth and claw enough to extricate ourselves from these jaws. So this is yet another exhortation for you to exert yourselves. Will you die like a mouse or counter-attack like a badger?

I put it in these terms because in my opinion even the most vocal responses have so far been far too weak. I am not impressed by my fellow badgers, and am not even convinced they are my fellows. To take just one example, Rand Paul has supposedly led the charge against Fauci, but he too has avoided saying what begs to be said. Paul even avoids the word “liar”, finding it to be too incendiary for the hallowed halls of the Senate. But lying is only the least of Fauci's sins. Fauci is a psychotic mass murderer and sociopath, one who deserves the gibbet—along with thousands of others. At this point, pussyfooting only begs further crimes against humanity. I will be told Paul is waiting for the Senate to go red after the mid-terms, at which point he will up the rhetoric considerably. But I predict that if he does anything, it will be only rhetoric. The worst Fauci will see from Congress is censure, and he knows it.

Almost no one is saying what needs to be said, and even those few who are saying it are only saying it. They aren't actually doing anything. Think of Robert Kennedy or Reiner Fuellmich, who are mostly
saying the right things, but who are stalling with every fiber of their being. They are both prominent lawyers, and as such they should have been filing major lawsuits back in early 2020. As it is, they are still mainly blowharding, and when they do file a lawsuit it is against the wrong party in the wrong court. So if you are waiting for people like this to pull you from the animal's jaws, you are going to be waiting forever.

I was trying to organize local pushback in my hometown in April of 2020, but couldn't get anyone off dead center. They were all in tharn. They were either going along with restrictions and mandates, wrongly believing what they were told: that they were just for a few weeks. Or they were in utter shock this was happening. They went into deep denial and immobility, which most of them are still in. Many are still hiding under the bed hoping it will blow over.

But as I have been telling you, you don't need to be hiding, or prepping, either. You don't need to be prepping for the end of the world, end times, nuclear war, or any of that rot. You need to be prepping for the revolution, restoration. You can't plan for the end of the world, so that is wasted time and money. But you can plan for the restoration.

Now is the time, since people are catching up to me. Those who wouldn't listen in March 2020 are listening now. The shock is wearing off and the anger is building. Those who wouldn't think of pushing back in 2020 are now pushing back, and looking for ways to do more. We see that from a shocking new poll, where almost 80% admitted they thought squelching the Hunter Biden laptop story affected the outcome of the 2020 election. That isn't 80% of registered Republicans, that is 80% of everyone. I take that to mean 80% believe the election was stolen, including a majority of Democrats. Logically, if the outcome was affected, and if refusing to report the story was illegal or unethical, then the election was stolen. If we start with the assumption that about 50% of the country voted blue in 2020, that would mean about 60% of Democrats think the election was stolen. But it was even worse than that, since only 9 in 10 of those polled thought the laptop story was real. Which means they aren't up-to-date on the news. The mainstream media has now admitted the story is real. The FBI has admitted it is real. So once those people finally read the newspapers lying on their floors, they will also know it. Which will bring our number even higher, to 8/9 or 89%. Which would mean only 22% of Democrats think the election wasn't stolen. Or, 78% believe it was. While 100% of Republicans/Independents do. That is what the governors are really up against, once you wash away all the spin and lies.

So you might say the pre-restoration is already firmly in place. The foundation is already there. The first part of the restoration is demanding the arrest and trial for war crimes of Fauci, Gates, Schwab, Soros, the heads of the vaccine makers, the fifty governors, both Trump and Biden, the heads of WEF, CDC, WHO, FDA, and all other relevant authorities worldwide. And that includes local health authorities, who were all bribed by Pfizer and other entities to promote this genocide. It includes the heads of teachers unions. It includes mayors and city councillors and school board members who voted for this. It includes the owners and managers and editors and anchors of media who promoted this genocide. It includes the stars who were paid to promote it. It includes the heads of major corporations who were paid to promote it. In short, it demands the pulling down and conviction of the larger part of high society and government, and the worst of these scoundrels deserves nothing less than death.

Yes, I said war crimes. The government has declared war on you, with the weaponized vaccine which is killing millions on purpose. It is a chemical weapon shot into your veins under false pretexts, delivering fatal doses of graphene, aluminum and other poisonous heavy metals, PEG, hydrogel, and other toxic adjuvants and preservatives. The vaccines have always been poisoned on purpose, but the
so-called Covid vaccines are thousands of times more toxic, due to this combination of metals, graphene, and preservatives.

And how exactly are we to fight back in this war, if not through lawsuits, you will ask. It is to be achieved by mass coordinated action by you, the average citizen. You need to bypass the courts, which were created to stall you. You need to bypass Congress, which was created to stall you. You need to forget about marching on DC, since it was created to stall you. To save time, I recommend you march peacefully on the military bases in your state—concentrating on Air Force—surrounding, blockading, and pressuring them until the government utterly collapses. The military cannot attack its own citizens directly, and if it does it will only accelerate the restoration. Things will be so bad by that time the soldiers will come over to our side, at which time it is all over. The military is the source of all Phoenician power, and if they lose it they are toast.

This is what they have always most feared. And they are very weak now. The army is a tinderbox, ready to explode. Like you, they have been decimated by the fake vaccines and the woke policies, and they are looking for any excuse to mutiny in favor of the people. The governors have been frantically purging the military of its best people and hiring all the mercenaries it can, but it will never be enough. That is because the majority of the military is good people, or good enough to recognize tyranny when they see it. Good enough to recognize a genocide when they see it. Good enough to understand that their fathers and mothers and sisters and brothers and sons and daughters have been murdered by vaccines on purpose, all simply to make rich people richer.

This won't work unless tens of millions of people do it at the same time, in all or most states. The soldiers have to see a massive turnout for them. You have to show up for them, and then they will show up for you.

But I suggest you do this as soon as possible, since the governors are even now moving against you with the next gambit. They are coming for the next round of mice very soon, so if you keep acting like mice you are going to be dead. Only the badgers will survive, and they will not survive by crouching in their burrows, protecting their hoards. They will survive by exploding from the ground in a fury of tooth and claw. And they will survive only by exploding together. United.

We are the United States, remember, so don't let them sell you that red state/blue state BS. We are far more united on important issues than you are told. The divisions are mostly created to suit the suits. We just saw that with the poll on Hunter Biden. Almost 90% of Americans agree on that issue, which isn't what you have been told by the mainstream media. I would guess that around 90% want Biden and Harris to retire, are against indoctrination in schools, are against censorship, are against expanding the IRS, are against deficit spending, are against the central banks, are against supranational entities (like IMF, World Bank, UN, WHO, etc), are against big NGOs (like Gates, Ford, Rockefeller Foundations), are against all mandates, are against celebrities and hairdos giving advice, are against computer geeks determining public policy, are against billionaires owning the media, are against billionaires lobbying Congress, are against billionaires funding DAs or judges, are against corporate funding of science, are against modern art and Modernism in general, are against voting machines, are against political parties, are against overpriced colleges, are against a bloated bureaucracy of sinecures, are against a massively bloated and wasteful and destructive military, and are for a complete overhaul of the system, including the utter replacement of its top end.

And remember, I said that was just the first step. You need a plan for the second step as well, which is what to do once the government falls. You can be sure they have a plan in place for just such an
emergency, one where they fake a military coup and set up some show trials, just like they did with Nuremberg. They will tell you Fauci has been hanged, while letting him escape to Aruba or somewhere. You can't let that happen. The people have to immediately purge all the upper ranks in the military and replace them with their own representatives. They have to continue to distrust anyone who was previously in power in any form, and they have to keep distrusting them for decades, until the switch is fully made. Anyone involved in the vaccines cons should be permanently barred from making decisions of any kind. The Pfizer reps that escape the gallows should be stripped of all assets and made to work in sanitation or janitorial.

And remember, the CIA will infiltrate your march on the bases, so you have to vet any of your leaders. Anyone who pushes forward must be fully vetted. Meaning, you have to do a full background check on them. Anyone who can't provide a full confirmable bio should be tossed. Otherwise, they will undermine the entire restoration by reinstalling their own people this way.

Also remember that the governors will flee to their bunkers and private islands, hiding as much wealth as they can. But any hole that one man can dig, another can dig out. There is really no place for them to hide, and all money and resources are recoverable.

Is calling for such a restoration treasonous or seditious? No, since it is technically not a revolution. I am not talking about overthrowing the Constitution or the form of government. I am not recommending installing a dictator or promoting anarchy. I am not promoting Communism or any other ism. I am just demanding that we enforce already existing laws against heinous outlaws and murderers. This is a revolution only in that it is highly novel and therefore revolutionary to demand the enforcement of laws in a society that has become absolutely lawless as regards the actions of the ruling class. These people have long believed they could get away with murder, and they have just proven it beyond any doubt. They have murdered millions of innocent people in cold blood, for profit, but since they own the “Justice” Department and the government itself, they think they are beyond prosecution.

That is why I use the word restoration to replace revolution. This is to restore our stolen republic. You will say restoration is also inaccurate, since I myself have shown we never had a real republic from the beginning. It was stolen from day one, and has only gotten worse over the centuries. True, but we can restore it to its original ideals, many of which were enumerated in the Constitution. That Constitution needs to be expanded and clarified, as I have said before, but as an expression of the rights of the people to be free of a tyrannical ruling class, it was a decent start.

Besides, it would be impossible to be treasonous against our government, since our government no longer technically exists. Our government is supposed to be defined by the Constitution and our body of standing laws, forming a democratic republic. But what now poses as government has no resemblance to that. Our so-called government is just a squalid front for an ever more corrupt plutocracy of extra-governmental cabals. I am not treasonous, they are. And I mean that literally. They can and should be tried for treason, for which the penalty is death. They have undermined the Constitution and all laws on purpose, for their own enrichment and advancement, murdering millions of people in the process. If that isn't a capital crime, I don't know what is.

Which means when the soldiers come over to our side, it won't technically be a mutiny, either. A mutiny is, by definition, an illegal coup against a lawful authority. But since the military has been experimented on illegally by illegal mandates ordered by an upper brass bribed and controlled by Pfizer, no mutiny is possible. As before, this will be a suppression of mutiny, not a mutiny. The upper brass has mutinied against the Constitution and the American citizenry they were sworn to serve, and
so are without legal authority. They themselves are outlaws, and should be tried as such.

I will be told we can't proceed in this way, since it would be giving Russia or China an opportunity to invade. But that is more bluff. The whole world is on the edge of collapse, including China and Russia. Do you think the US is waiting for the opportunity to invade Russia or China? No, since we wouldn't know what to do with them if we had them. It would just give us a greater rebellion to deal with. Well, it is the same for China and Russia, who have their hands full locally. Their armies are in tatters like ours, being decimated by vaccine injury, insubordination, and general weakness. It is the same reasons you shouldn't fear real war right now, and shouldn't believe what you are told about Ukraine. All countries are already stressed to the breaking point, and cannot countenance a real war. Any pretense of war would simply spark more rebellion.

So I assure you this is the best opportunity for restoration in many centuries, perhaps ever. The time is ripe for positive change. But the window for it is short. You must act soon, certainly within the next two years. You must not allow them to divert you with their own fake solutions. A red tide in November will not save you, and do not let it assuage you. Neither Trump nor the Republican party will drain any swamp, since they are swamp creatures themselves. You must drive around any and all halfway solutions, achieving with your own hands full and final justice. Anything short of that will just embolden these criminals more, and they will come for you and yours like the bloodthirsty zombies they are.

The window for opportunity may be even shorter, since they are already trying to starve out the restoration. They ran the vaccine gambit during the third year of solar minimum, when everyone was weak from lack of charge, squelching most pushback. People were already too confused and debilitated to mount an effective resistance, and the governors knew that going in. But now that we are climbing quickly to solar maximum and people's strength is again waxing, the governors are panicked. Which is why they are manufacturing all these shortages and droughts. It is the next round for them in their full-spectrum war against you. They will refuse to feed your revolution. So I recommend you strike now, before the full-scale famines hit. If you work fast enough, you can undo the greater part of their damage. The shortages of one season can be managed, but if you allow them to destroy next year's crops as well, you may be done.